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Leadership has become a hot
business topic in recent years.
Corporate success or failure can
hang in the balance depending on
the executive leadership at the
top. This paper identifies the
various psychological constructs
that constitute effective leadership, describing the healthy,
unhealthy, and overly excessive
application of each. Additionally,
this document examines five
sample snapshots of imbalanced
leaders and 19 archetypal negative leadership profi les.

“Everything that exceeds
the bounds of moderation
has an unstable foundation”
Seneca

During the past century, leadership has been one of
the most talked about, written about, and vigorously
discussed topics in the world. And no wonder. The
twentieth century brought us both Gandhi and Hilter,
Albert Schweitzer and Josef Stalin, saints and madmen
who either transformed the world in positive ways or
wrecked incalculable havoc.
In business, for every Bill Gates, Jack Welch, and Michael Dell, we’ve had
more than our share of Kenneth Lay, Jeffrey Skilling, Dennis Kozlowski,
Richard Scrushy, Bernie Ebbers, John Rigas, and other scoundrels whose
greed and lust for personal gain cost their companies’ shareholders billions
of dollars and, in some cases, led their companies to ruin.
Leadership matters, and it is a hot subject for research, pontification, and
debate. More than 18,000 books listed on Amazon.com discuss leadership
in some way, and a search on “leadership” through Google results in more
than 167,000,000 hits. For the past several decades, I and my colleagues at
Korn/Ferry International have been studying leadership and have tried,
along with thousands of other researchers in universities and firms like
Korn/Ferry, to understand the complex and critical phenomenon of
leadership in organizations. In the 1990s, our research on the competencies
of leaders led to the creation of a five-part Korn/Ferry model of leadership.
We learned through the development and use of a 360° assessment of
leaders called the Korn/Ferry Leadership Assessment that leader competencies
fell naturally into five clusters that we labeled moral, intellectual,
collaborative, courageous, and visionary-inspirational leadership.

Subsequently, Dr. Bill Doherty and others working through the Korn/Ferry
Research Institute interviewed partners in private equity and venture
capital firms to determine how and why executives in their portfolio
companies succeeded or failed. Doherty learned from this research that
failed executives showed a number of predictable behavioral patterns,
which he clustered into nineteen darkside personality types or patterns of
behavior.1 As Doherty and I explored this darkside model, we discovered
that darkside behavior was a distortion of behavior that, done in
moderation, is normally positive and effective. We also saw that the
positive competencies identified in the five-part Korn/Ferry leadership
model had their darkside equivalents when leaders were either excessively
low or high in any of the constructs that made up the model.
Effective leaders, for example, have strong egos. Their egos give them the
self-confidence to act and the will to carry through with their visions when
they encounter resistance. A leader with an insufficiently developed ego
will lack the force of will and self-confidence needed to sustain leadership
over a long period. In fact, we might not even label such people as
“leaders” at all. Or, if they feel a strong need to exercise power, they may
try to disguise their lack of self-confidence through bravado and false
enthusiasm, with predictable long-term results. Conversely, leaders with
too strong an ego are very often arrogant and narcissistic. They often view
themselves as infallible and feel entitled to exercise power over the more
inferior people in their organizations. Richard Scrushy, former CEO of
HealthSouth, is a prime example. His consuming ego led him to build
monuments to himself, spend extravagantly, and isolate himself from the
lesser mortals in his company.2
It is widely accepted among counselors and executive coaches that leaders’
strengths can become weaknesses if those strengths are overplayed.
Self-awareness is an asset, for instance, but too much self-awareness can
lead to paralyzing introspection and a consuming focus on one’s self.
Another asset for leaders is candor. Effective leaders are honest, direct, and
straightforward. When leaders are not candid enough, followers can be
confused, and when a leader is reluctant to come to the point, followers
often start to question the leader’s motives and integrity. But too much
candor is also problematic. Without the mitigating effects of tact and
sensitivity, candor can become cruel and disabling to people on the
receiving end of it.
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As we sought to understand the psychology behind leader behavior,
Doherty and I identified twenty-five psychological constructs that, in
moderation, are the basis for constructive leadership in organizations. We
further determined that twelve of these constructs relate primarily to the
leader’s self—to his or her own psychological makeup. We called these the
“self-constructs.” Eight of the constructs dealt primarily with how leaders
interacted with or related to other people, and we labeled these the “otherconstructs.” Four of the remaining constructs were work performance
related (which we called the “performance constructs”), and the final one
dealt with physical vitality.

Figure 1
Healthy leaders are balanced in their psychological makeup. Extreme
highs or lows on any of the twenty-five constructs of a leader’s makeup
can result in unproductive or destructive behavior.
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Figure 1 illustrates our view of the “balance” needed for good leader
health. The most effective leaders are neither too high nor too low in each
of these constructs. At the extremes on any of these constructs, leader
behavior tips either to ineffectiveness or to the darkside. In the main body
of this paper, I will describe each of these constructs and talk about what
happens when leaders veer to the low or high extremes on any construct.
Next, I will offer some profiles of leaders who are imbalanced in one way
or another. Typically, imbalances do not operate in isolation. Ineffective or
darkside leaders are typically imbalanced on multiple dimensions.
Thomas Jefferson advised doing all things in moderation. His advice is apropos
for leaders. Their psychological makeup gives the best of them the character
and the mental and physical vitality to lead people and organizations
effectively. However, when they are immoderately low or high in the
factors that give them their unique makeup as leaders, they risk being
ineffective, in most benign cases, and, in the worst of cases, doing serious
harm to other people and their organizations and stakeholders.
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The Balanced Leader Framework
As I noted above, there are twelve “self-constructs” in the balanced leader
framework; these are self-concept, self-interest, self-awareness, sense of security,
risk tolerance, autonomy, rational/emotional balance, detail/big picture focus,
constancy, need for achievement, need for power, and integrity. The eight “otherconstructs” pertain to how leaders relate to other people: need for affiliation,
trusting of others, empathy, equity, appraisal of others, candor, generosity, and
cooperation. There are also four “performance constructs”: conscientiousness,
handling of conflict, communication, and management. These twenty-four
constructs form what we would call a leader’s “mental vitality.” The final
construct in this framework is physical vitality. I will now describe each of
these constructs in more depth.

The Self-Constructs
Leader behavior is shaped, first and foremost, by how leaders see
themselves, by their character, needs, drives, and outlook. Leadership
occurs in a social system but it is also an intensely personal act because
leaders exercise their will and often take personal risks in pursuit of a
personal vision, a desire to effect change, and the need to influence others
to follow them. Consequently, leadership is born in the leader’s ego and
the factors that shape the leader’s personality and will.
The twelve self-constructs described below pertain to the leader’s relation
to himself or herself. These are fundamental aspects of character and
personality that determine whether a person will be driven to exercise
leadership and how that person will lead.

Self-concept
Self-concept is a fundamental psychological construct. I define it as the
image we construct of ourselves, how we think and feel about ourselves as
human beings. Our self-concept is reflected in the choices we make, the
products and services we buy, the way we dress, the way we talk about
ourselves, and the avenues we choose, e.g., what professions to pursue, what
positions we aspire to, what achievements are meaningful to us, how we
think of ourselves as professionals and leaders, what associations we join
and how we participate in them, how we exercise leadership, and so on.
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Leaders’ self-concepts have an extraordinary impact on how they lead
others. A balanced leader has a healthy ego (neither unrealistically low nor
high), a high degree of self-acceptance, a realistic view of his/her strengths
and weaknesses, and a drive toward growth and improvement. Leaders
whose self-concept is too low generally lack self-confidence, doubt
themselves, and may even have feelings of worthlessness. As leaders, they
will be more risk averse, indecisive, and hesitant. They are less likely to
drive toward aspirational goals, be visionary, and manifest the kind of
confidence that inspires others. Leaders whose self-concepts are too high,
on the other hand, are likely to be arrogant, narcissistic, and egotistical.
They are often so full of themselves that every initiative or organization
they lead is more about them than about the people and initiatives they are
responsible for. Their ambitions are largely self-serving, and they tend to
minimize everyone else’s contributions and talents while overstating their
own. Enron’s ex-CEO, Jeffrey Skilling, whom the Federal government
indicted for his role in Enron’s collapse, is often cited as an arrogant leader
whose egotism was a hallmark of his leadership.

Self-interest
The full name of this construct is “the balance between self- and otherinterest or attention.” What do leaders focus on and attend to? Do they
focus principally on themselves (imbalanced in favor of the self), on others
(imbalanced in favor of others), or on both self and others in balance?
Leaders who are balanced act on their own behalf but not at the exclusion
of the interests of others or the group. Balanced leaders attend to their
own needs but also attend to the group’s needs and the needs of members
of the group. Leaders who are not self-interested enough are usually too
focused on the needs of others. They don’t look after their own needs and
can be altruistic to the extreme. These leaders often become zealous
advocates for the groups they lead and may not see the real picture of the
group’s strengths and weaknesses. Consequently, they can lose credibility
with other groups or constituencies who see a more balanced picture. They
may also portray themselves as martyrs and behave in a self-sacrificing
manner that is hyperbolic at best and comic (or tragic) at worst.
Leaders who are too self-interested, on the other hand, usually ignore the
needs of the group, are poor at developing others, and may be selfaggrandizing and motivated primarily by self-advancement. Personal gain,
rather than success for the group or for clients or customers, may be their
primary motivator. In the extreme, these kinds of leaders can project their
self-interest onto the group’s interests and assume they are the same.
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David Koresh, who led eighty of his Branch Davidian cult followers,
including twenty-three children, to their deaths in Waco, Texas, was one
such leader. In the end, he could not separate his self-interest from the
interests of his followers. As his example illustrates, leaders whose selfinterest dominates may become delusional and may be willing to sacrifice
the lives and fortunes of their followers if their own position is in peril.
Sacrificing others’ lives is the ultimate act of self-aggrandizing delusion.

Self-awareness
In his book Emotional Intelligence, author Daniel Goleman notes that
Socrates’ injunction, “Know thyself,” reflects a keystone of emotional
intelligence: “awareness of one’s own feelings as they occur,” and he argues
that “awareness of emotions is the fundamental emotional competence on
which others, such as emotional self-control, build.”3 So, self-awareness
means knowing your feelings; attending to your senses, thoughts, feelings,
and intuitions; being conscious of
your inner mental state; having
insight into your emotions.
Leaders with good self-awareness
have an accurate sense of
themselves. They are aware of and
understand their feelings and are
consequently better able to control
their emotions and avoid the
emotional highs or lows and
emotional outbursts that can
alarm, frustrate, and even frighten
people who work for them. They
tend to be more emotionally steady and are better able to manage their
emotions despite their circumstances. If an organization is having
problems, for instance, or is threatened, an emotionally self-aware leader is
better able to maintain calm in the face of adversity and reassure others
who may feel some panic.
Leaders with low self-awareness do not understand their feelings as well
and may have poor emotional self-control. They are often not aware of
their negative impact on others and can behave in mercurial or
unpredictable ways. Their lack of emotional self-insight often means that
they will come across in ways they can’t imagine or understand;
consequently, they may resist hearing feedback about their behavior and
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thus acting on that feedback. Leaders with too much self-awareness, on
the other hand, can become hypersensitive to their internal states, too
self-focused, and too absorbed in their own issues. In some cases, they may
devote too much time to self-analysis and development, become too
perfectionistic, and can procrastinate because of “self-analysis paralysis.”
The key to healthy balance is self-awareness, not self-absorption.

Sense of Security
Sense of security refers to a leader’s self-confidence and need for external
validation. Leaders with a healthy, balanced sense of security behave
confidently and are sure of themselves. They appreciate recognition and
approval from others but do not rely on it for their self-esteem. They have
a realistic sense of their challenges and problems that may lie ahead but do
not worry excessively about them. When trouble comes, rather than fret
over it, they tend to roll up their sleeves and figure out what’s to be done.
These leaders take charge and are not overwhelmed by circumstances
beyond their control. They tend to have an accepting attitude about the
pitfalls of life and are practical problem solvers when bad things happen.
Leaders with a low sense of security generally have a high need for
approval. They can appear excessively needy and are often indecisive and
reluctant to act without approval or permission from others, especially
people senior to them. They may suffer from analysis paralysis, may worry
too much, and may fuss over details to try to ensure that everything is
okay. As you might expect, these leaders exaggerate the barriers and
obstacles to success and tend to see the bleaker side of every opportunity or
problem.
On the other hand, leaders with too strong a sense of security can become
complacent and even cocky or arrogant. They often fail to anticipate
problems, issues, and roadblocks, and they underplay the difficulties they
and others are facing. Because they are overly confident or complacent,
they may not push themselves hard enough. They believe that problems
will work themselves out; consequently, they can be blindsided by serious
issues that aren’t resolved and may then blame others for the failure.
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Risk tolerance
As the name implies, risk tolerance refers to the degree of risk a leader is
willing to accept. Balanced leaders understand that risk taking is necessary
for success and achieving higher aspirations, and they approach risk in a
realistic and calculated manner. They weigh the potential for success, the
consequences of failure, and the options they have for managing risk
before pursuing uncertain and risky ventures. They take risks only in
appropriate situations where they have a reasonable chance of managing
the downside and increasing the upside.
Leaders with low risk tolerance play everything safe. They are excessively
cautious and risk averse. They may be perfectionistic and overly analytical
in an attempt to manage away all of the risk, which is usually impossible,
and they will probably be afraid to make decisions in any atmosphere of
uncertainty. They may also be resistant to change because change
introduces elements of uncertainty and therefore risk, and they may be
unwilling to hear information that contradicts their views. Generally
speaking, they want a known world where decisions have predictable
outcomes, and they may not be willing to listen to people who contradict
that rosy worldview. Interestingly, low risk tolerance can also cause people
to be overly attentive to conflicting viewpoints so that any information
that introduces uncertainty can paralyze them.
Leaders with excessively high risk tolerance are gamblers, often foolishly
so. They seem to thrive on adrenalin rushes and may be compulsive about
taking chances. They are generally not analytical enough and may not
adequately evaluate options and consider the risks versus the rewards.
They take unnecessary risks and often bet so much that their ventures fail
catastrophically.

Autonomy
Autonomy is the degree of independence a leader has. Balanced leaders are
appropriately independent or autonomous without being uncooperative.
They make their own judgments but also rely on and listen to others and
incorporate their views. In philosophy, autonomy refers to the capacity to
be your own person, to live your life according to your own principles and
values rather than principles and values outside yourself. Of course, to
some extent everyone’s principles and values reflect those of the group or
society to which they belong, but people who have healthy autonomy make
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up their own minds despite what their society tells them. They make
independent judgments about what is right or wrong and about how to live
their lives.
Autonomy is closely related to the psychological concept of “locus of
control,” which refers to where we believe control of our life comes from.
People with an internal locus of control believe that their fate is in their
own hands, that they can make decisions that govern their lives and affect
their outcomes. People with an external locus of control believe that their
lives are controlled by others or by forces outside themselves. They tend to
believe in luck or fate.
People with an internal locus of control see themselves as the agents of
their fate. They believe that their thoughts govern their actions and that
they have true free will. They feel accountable for their actions and believe
they can affect outcomes, although perhaps not totally because external
events do occur that can thwart even the strongest free will. People with
an external locus of control tend to be much more accepting of fate, and if
they are dealt a “bad hand” may say that it was “God’s will” or a bad piece
of luck and accept that they have little control over their lives.
Balanced leaders tend to have an internal locus of control and act autonomously
but within the systems in which they work and with appropriate regard for
others as well as external events that affect their situation.
Leaders with low autonomy may rely on others for too much, may not trust
their own judgment, may be codependent or conforming, and may not be
confident acting outside their group or team. They often have an excessively
high need for others, so they may not resist social or group pressures and
may therefore lack integrity and independent judgment. Also, when things
go wrong, they will attribute it to anyone and anything but themselves.
Conversely, leaders who are too autonomous are lone wolves with little or
no need for others. They rely almost exclusively on their own perceptions
and judgments, may disregard others’ views, as well as ethical boundaries
and social mores or norms. In the extreme, they can be aggressively
conformist and disruptive. Autonomy is a laudable concept, in balance, but
in the extreme it can lead to chaos, confusion, and excessive conflict and
competition that disrupts the functioning of an organization.
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Rational/emotional balance
One of the dimensions of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) is
thinking-feeling. Thinkers exercise judgment and make decisions
objectively based on reason, principles, and logic. Feelers do the same
subjectively based on values, harmony, empathy, and compassion.
Essentially, thinkers represent the head and feelers represent the heart.
In Korn/Ferry’s balanced leader framework, like the MBTI, every leader is
to some extent rational and to some extent emotional, relying in differing
degrees upon logic and feelings to make decisions and exercise leadership.
It is likely that all leaders vary, perhaps moment by moment, in the extent
to which they behave more rationally and more emotionally. Nonetheless,
in their aggregate behavior as leaders, some will tend to behave more
rationally and others more emotionally.
Balanced leaders operate in a band of behavior near the middle—balancing
logic and emotion as the situation demands. They are equally facile at
being rational and applying logic to make decisions and handle situations
and at being more emotional, applying values and subjective judgment in
their decisions and handling of problems and opportunities. In the context
of this framework, behaving emotionally is not detrimental. Rather, it
means using the heart rather than the head to make decisions.
Leaders who are too emotional can be blindsided by their passion and
ignore the facts. They can treat every situation subjectively and make bad
decisions because they don’t conduct the right analyses or place credence in
the results of good analyses. Their concern for people, harmony, acceptance,
and collaboration can cause them to use facts selectively and create
inadvertent biases in favor of the groups of people whose values they share.
Leaders who are too rational, on the other hand, may downplay the value
of subjective judgments, emotions, and feelings. Like Mr. Spock of the Star
Trek television series, they are coldly rational in most situations and may
even have disdain for others who allow their emotions to influence their
judgment. They can become so logical in their approach that they neglect
real human concerns and may make bad decisions because the data and
analyses suggest a course of action that people will oppose, passively resist,
or otherwise fail to implement because they have not bought into it.
Leaders who are too rational tend to be blindsided by people issues and
concerns and can’t understand why these issues are so important and how
they might derail what seems like the best decision based on the facts.
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Detail/big picture focus
Another MBTI dimension is sensing versus intuiting, which concerns how
people perceive the world—what inputs they rely upon most. The sensing
preference attends to what is real and can be perceived by the senses. This
is the practical, utilitarian, established perspective, and it is oriented
toward the present. The intuiting preference attends to hunches and
intuition (as the name implies). It is concerned mostly about future
possibilities, on the theoretical rather than the practical, and on the visions
of what’s possible. Essentially, sensing is more detail focused and intuiting
more big picture focused. In Korn/Ferry’s balanced leader framework,
“detail/big picture focus” is similar to the MBTI dimension of sensing
versus intuiting.
Balanced leaders are good at integrating both abstract and concrete
thinking, both the intuitive or visionary picture and the detailed, factual
picture. They see the broader scheme of things and are visionaries but also
attend to details reasonably and effectively. They don’t ignore the details
but don’t obsess over them either. Balanced leaders can move fluidly back
and forth between the big picture and the details. They grasp the details
but see them within the big picture context. They see both the forest and
the trees.
Leaders who are excessively focused on the details tend to be nitpickers.
They often can’t see or don’t trust the big picture and over-scrutinize the
details. They typically take pride in having command of the facts and may
view themselves as pragmatic, hands-on leaders, but they often can’t see
the forest for the trees. Also, they can be perfectionists with little patience
for others who don’t know the subject or situation as well as they do.
Conversely, leaders who are excessively focused on the big picture may be
good visionaries, but they are often too abstract and general for many
people. They may not attend to details at all, preferring to leave the details
to other people, may not execute well or be competent at anticipating
problems, and may not be able to see the trees because of the forest.
Excessively big picture focused leaders can come across as dreamers with
little connection to reality.
It’s not uncommon to see leaders who are more big picture focused and
also more emotional or passionate in their orientation. These leaders can
come across as super sales types who have little knowledge or appreciation
of the technology but are good marketers, great at “glad-handing” customers,
and have the “gift of gab.” Although this picture is a cliché, the fact is that
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we have all known leaders like this. Conversely, leaders who are
excessively detail focused and also excessively logical in their orientation
can come across as cold technocrats who have no patience for people, insist
on strict adherence to the rules, and obsess over crossing the t’s and
dotting the i’s. Both of these excessive types of leaders can be effective in
particular circumstances, but they tend to be limited in where and how
they can effectively apply their leadership styles. The best leaders are more
balanced and adaptable to changing circumstances and constituencies.

Constancy
Constancy refers to leaders’ consistency, focus, and sustainability.
Effective, balanced leaders are consistent and dependable. They maintain
focus over a sustained period and are able to devote most of their attention
to the highest-priority issues and opportunities. They sustain concerted
effort over the long term. They stick with things and see them done.
Gandhi is a great example of such a leader. He had a strong, moral vision
and the will and capacity to sustain that vision for decades.
Leaders who are too low in constancy change their minds often. They can’t
stay the course or sustain a direction for very long. They react too much to
every new piece of information that appears to contradict their previous
position, or they may be too open to the conflicting opinions of others. It
is often said of such leaders that they are most strongly influenced by the
last person who spoke to them. They also tend to become excited about all
the latest fads and management gurus. They are early adopters of the
“flavor of the month” and seem charged up by each new management book
that promises to be the answer to management’s prayers. Because their
positions and interests seem to change frequently and they throw their
energy in so many new directions, they can appear inconsistent and
undependable.
Leaders who are excessively high in constancy, on the other hand, are
doggedly determined to forge ahead despite new information suggesting a
better course. They are stubborn to the point of bullheadedness and are so
single-minded and determined to stay the course that they ignore the pleas
of followers and subordinates who may see the approaching train wreck
but have no way to stop it. In psychological terms, these leaders have
strong confirmation bias and don’t see or listen to contrary indications of
their point of view.
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In MBTI parlance, leaders who are too low in constancy would probably
have an extreme perceiving preference, while those who are too high in
constancy would likely have an extreme judging preference. Balanced
leaders maintain clear focus and have a strong and stable sense of
direction. They are not swayed by the “flavor of the month” but are
nonetheless open to new information and will adapt appropriately to the
changing circumstances of their environment. They listen to followers,
receive new information openly and with great curiosity, but have strong
convictions and will modify their direction only when there are good
reasons to do so. When those reasons exist, they do not hesitate to change
the course.

Need for achievement
Need for achievement has long been recognized in psychology as a useful
construct for understanding human motivation. Among the psychologists
who developed the concept were Henry Murray, who co-developed the
Thematic Apperception Test, and Harvard’s David McClelland, who believed
that an individual’s needs are acquired over time and are based on life
experiences. In McClelland’s acquired-needs theory, most of these needs
fall into three areas—need for achievement, need for power, and need for
affiliation. Korn/Ferry’s balanced leader framework recognizes these needs
as fundamental aspects of a leader’s makeup and behavioral style.
People with a high need for achievement want to be responsible for
situations in which something can be accomplished—where they can solve
problems, for instance, create something new or innovative, or complete a
difficult task. They like to set challenging goals for themselves, master
complex situations, and have feedback on their level of success. In short,
they are driven to excel and improve upon their previous levels of
accomplishment. They persist in pursuing their goals, are personally
ambitious, and enjoy problem solving. Finally, they will take calculated
risks to pursue accomplishments. Interestingly, in his research on
achievement motivation, McClelland discovered that people who take
extreme risks do not have as high a need for achievement as those who
take calculated risks. The extreme risk takers are gamblers; people with
high achievement motivation prefer to work on problems where they can
influence the outcome rather than leaving it to chance.
In Korn/Ferry’s balanced leader framework, leaders with high achievement
motivation are considered to be balanced. They set high but not impossible
standards and challenging but achievable goals. They are highly motivated
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to achieve and seek continuous improvement but not at the cost of all else.
In other words, they balance their need for achievement with other needs
and know when to push themselves and others harder and when not to.
Leaders with an excessively low need for achievement are not aspirational
enough. They do not drive toward continuous improvement, do not
continually seek to learn or improve, and accept the status quo. They
satisfice, which means they do enough to satisfy the requirements but do
not push themselves or others further than the minimal levels of
satisfaction. Conversely, leaders with an excessively high need for
achievement set their standards and goals unreasonably and unrealistically
high. They drive themselves and others relentlessly. No achievement,
however great, is great enough. They can often be too self-critical and are
usually critical of others who don’t measure up. They often lack balance in
their lives because they push themselves fanatically, and there aren’t
enough hours in the day for these people to do all they need to do to meet
their impossibly high standards.
People with a high need for achievement are usually successful in
organizations, especially as individual contributors or leaders of small
teams because they are highly work oriented and will do what it takes to
achieve success. They also make good start-up entrepreneurs for the same
reasons. They are often less effective as leaders of complex organizations
or organizations where politics and facility at human interactions are
important. We see many struggling leaders who have been powerful
individual contributors, driven by their high need for achievement, but
who falter when they need to motivate others to achieve and become
effective, not through their individual drive and capacity but through their
ability to build good relationships with others and use influence to
accomplish results.

Need for power
The need for power manifests itself in the desire to acquire status and have
an impact on others. People with a high need for power achieve personal
satisfaction from exercising influence on organizations and other people.
They thrive in environments in which they can wield power and influence
and change outcomes through the exercise of force. Note that force, in this
case, is not necessarily a derogatory concept. It may derive from the use of
authority and positional power, but it can also derive from such power
sources as knowledge, experience, reputation, network, character, and
personality.
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Leaders with a balanced or moderate need for power are status-seeking,
influential leaders, but they do not need to dominate every situation. They
know when to exercise power and when not to. They allow and even
encourage others to take the lead in certain situations, and they are
generous in devoting time to coaching and mentoring others and helping
them grow. These leaders welcome and enjoy exercising power, but their
egos and self-satisfaction do not depend on that power. They are willing to
share power for the good of the organization and the development and
empowering of their followers.
People whose need for power is too low may not qualify as leaders in the
sense that we normally think of leaders. They are typically docile,
complacent, passive, and unassertive. They wait for others to take the lead
and generally do not exercise initiative or set off in new directions. Such
people may be excellent contributors and implementers, but they typically
do not exercise leadership because they are not strongly motivated to
influence others and outcomes or to achieve higher-status positions.
People with an excessive need for
power, however, are often
dominating and controlling. They
are unwilling to delegate or share
the limelight. They seek power for
the sake of having power, may
usurp legitimate authority, are
unwilling to share authority, and
can be manipulative and aggressive.
In organizations, these people
become autocrats, and if they lead
the organization, they can stifle
others’ initiatives and motivate
them to leave for greener pastures.
Autocratic leaders are often
abrasive and insensitive to others,
which perhaps derives from
perceived threats to their
dominance. They maintain their
exalted position by destroying
“pretenders to the throne.”
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Integrity
The final self-construct in the balanced leader framework is integrity. A
leader’s character is defined by his or her integrity, which can be defined
as (1) the formal relation one has to oneself and (2) the extent to which one
behaves in ways that are commonly accepted as moral. The first part of
this definition means that the person has an integrated self, that all parts
or aspects of that self are consistent and integrated. The second part
means that the person adheres to normative standards of moral behavior.
These standards may have some local variations, but most people would
accept that there are general moral standards that are reflected in
humanistic or religious principles and teachings.
A leader with a healthy degree of integrity tells the truth; has strong,
positive values and lives by them; accepts and behaves according to normal
standards of ethics and integrity; and is uncomfortable in gray areas and
will seek to do what is right. Leaders with low integrity are unethical,
distort the truth or tell outright lies, exploit gray areas, act like the rules
don’t apply to them, and manipulate information for personal gain.
Conversely, leaders with an unreasonably high or strict sense of integrity
can be unyielding and dogmatic, may force their stricter view on others,
and have little or no tolerance for others who behave normally but violate
(usually without their knowledge) the leader’s stricter moral standards.
Leaders with excessively low integrity play fast and loose with the rules
and will violate ethical principles if they think they can get away with it;
leaders with excessively high integrity use the rules like straitjackets and
punish perceived offenders for even minor offenses. Neither of these
extremes are effective leaders. The most effective leaders have a strong
sense of integrity and will not violate their principles for the sake of
convenience. At the same time, they are compassionate when someone
breaks a lesser rule because of a higher moral principle. Lawrence
Kohlberg, a theorist in the field of moral development, created the famous
Heinz Dilemma to illustrate this. For information on the Heinz Dilemma
and Kohlberg’s stages of moral reasoning, see http://www.vtaide.com/png/
Kohlberg.htm.
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The Other-Constructs
The twelve self-constructs we have just discussed pertain to a leader’s
relation to himself or herself. The eight other-constructs described here
pertain to how leaders relate to other people. These constructs include
need for affiliation, trusting of others, empathy, equity, appraisal of others,
candor, generosity, and cooperation. These factors in a leader’s
psychological makeup determine how he or she interacts with others and
makes decisions related to or involving other people. Leadership is a social
act, so these other-constructs are critical to how leaders behave. As with
the self-constructs, balance is the key to leader effectiveness. Leaders who
are excessively low or high in these other-constructs will be less effective
as leaders for the reasons cited below.

Need for affiliation
David McClelland’s acquired-needs theory identifies need for affiliation as
one of the three primary needs people acquire as they are socialized and
develop as adults (the two others are need for achievement and need for
power). People with a high need for affiliation seek harmonious
relationships with other people and need to feel that others accept them.
They are likely to be comfortable in groups, be more outgoing, and have
more close relationships and personal friends. The greater this need, the
more an individual will tend to conform to the norms and values of the
group he or she most closely identifies with.
Leaders whose need for affiliation is balanced (that is, neither excessively
high nor low) work well with others, enjoy working in teams or on task
forces, and have well-developed social skills based on long experience.
They can work effectively by themselves but are comfortable in group
settings and need an appropriate amount of social interaction to feel
satisfied.
Leaders whose need for affiliation is excessively low generally do not
interact well with nor bond with many other people and may have poorly
developed social skills. They generally make poor team members because
they are indifferent to the kinds of bonding experiences that make
effective teams. This construct is related to the self-construct “autonomy”
but focuses more on the need to affiliate with and socialize with others as
opposed to the desire to work alone or independently. Some people with a
strong need for autonomy in their work nonetheless have a moderate to
high need for affiliation and will satisfy that need when they are not
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working. People with an excessively low need for affiliation tend to prefer
independence in all aspects of their lives. As leaders, they tend to be most
effective when leading individual contributors rather than teams, and they
may be more comfortable communicating by e-mail rather than face-to-face.
Conversely, leaders with an excessively high need for affiliation tend to
want too many social interactions. They may run from one meeting to the
next and fill their days with interactions with other people, sometimes to
distraction and to the detriment of others who are trying to get their work
done. These leaders can become too dependent on others and may be
unable or unwilling to work or deliver results on their own. Their nearly
obsessive degree of socializing may mask an underlying lack of confidence
in their own work or judgment. In some cases, they may even be
codependent and have an excessive need to be needed.
I have seen some leaders who combine an excessively high need for
affiliation with an equally high need for power. They often complain (but
with a barely concealed note of satisfaction) that they have fifty or more
regularly scheduled meetings every month and that they have little time
for themselves. In those meetings, they tend to preside over groups of
subordinates, and it becomes clear that the meetings are a highly
satisfying way of exercising their power. Their protestations to the
contrary, they actually thrive in these situations and do what they can to
not be alone for very long. Power is their aphrodisiac, and they want to
experience it as much as possible.

Trusting of others
This other-construct refers to how much leaders trust other people,
especially their followers or the people working with them. The dictionary
defines trust as firm reliance in the honesty, dependability, strength, or
character in someone or something. Effective leaders place an appropriate
amount of trust in the people working for and with them. They are
trusting but not gullible. They act with integrity and expect others to do
the same. Consequently, they will give people the benefit of the doubt and
will place reasonable trust in those people who deserve it. In other words,
they will trust someone unless the situation warrants being less trustful
(such as during a potentially adversarial negotiation) or the person has
previously demonstrated that he or she deserves less trust (e.g., this person
has not been entirely truthful in the past, has concealed problems, or has
shown that he or she is motivated largely by self-interest).
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Leaders who are excessively low in their trusting of others are often
suspicious and paranoid. They always expect the worst. As the saying
goes, they tend to “look through a glass darkly.” They are inherently
distrustful of others and frequently suspect that people have base motives
or hidden agendas. They are unwilling to give people the benefit of the
doubt and may view human nature in its darkest aspect—that people are
conniving, deceitful, and always look out only for themselves. In
managerial roles, such leaders tend to hover over their direct reports,
institute measures to prevent fraud and laziness (even if there’s no evidence
that this is occurring), and withhold authority and responsibility lest
someone abuse it. Working for someone like this can be sheer hell.
On the other hand, leaders who are excessively high in their trusting of
others are gullible, can be duped by those who will take advantage of their
trusting nature, and are probably naïve in their view of human nature.
They always expect the best and may be excessively benevolent. This is the
“Nice Guy” syndrome. These leaders frequently overlook deficiencies and
performance problems, take on too much of the load themselves (and may
work after hours to redo someone’s shoddy work without ever confronting
the employee over the poor performance), and generally set the bar too low.
They can turn a blind eye to real problems and thus never challenge people
to perform at their peak.

Empathy
Empathy means the identification with and understanding of the thoughts
and feelings of others, and this is one of the more important otherconstructs. In the broader sense of the balanced leader framework, it
means the extent to which a leader has regard for other people. A balanced
leader is sensitive, kind, and considerate of others but is also mature in his
or her view of other people and appreciates their strengths and
weaknesses. Such leaders have a healthy regard for other people and are
warm and inviting without being fawning.4 They can put themselves in
other people’s shoes and respond appropriately to what other people are
experiencing—sympathizing where sympathy is needed, sharing the joy
when someone is happy, feeling the other person’s worry or concern and
being appropriately helpful, and so on.
People who are excessively low in empathy are usually insensitive. They
cannot read or do not care about other people’s emotions, thoughts, or
needs. They have low regard for other people and simply do not care about
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them. They often come across as cold or even abrasive and may seem
disconnected or distant from other people. At their worst, they will treat
people as pawns or objects to manipulate in order to achieve their goals.
People with an excessive empathy, on the other hand, are often fawning
and obsequious. They show too much care and concern for others, perhaps
to the point of being incapacitated when something goes wrong or someone
has a personal problem. They may be overly solicitous of others, may be
unable to discipline people when that is called for, and are reluctant to take
actions that might negatively affect people. In turnaround situations,
these leaders are often paralyzed and unable to take any effective action.
Leaders with excessive empathy are so people focused that they can’t make
the tough decisions and aren’t objective and rational enough sometimes to
see what must be done to get results or accomplish goals.

Equity
Equity refers to how fairly and equally a leader treats people. A balanced
leader has a strong sense of fairness, applies fair and equal standards to
everyone, and avoids having or playing favorites. In the balanced leader
framework, equity goes beyond the simple sense of fair play and includes
the leader’s willingness to embrace diversity and to accord equal treatment
and consideration to people regardless of their gender, ethnic background,
or religious or sexual preferences.
Leaders with too low a sense of equity are biased toward some people.
They play favorites or show favoritism in decisions about assignments,
promotions, and compensation. They have different rules for different
people or groups of people, and may be prejudiced toward or against people
of different preferences or backgrounds. In the worst cases, they can be
racist or manifest other types of bigotry. Working for such leaders can be
difficult depending on whether you are part of the in-crowd or the outcrowd. The working environments these types of leaders create are usually
highly political, and people sense that if you aren’t one of the leader’s
chosen people, you have limited career prospects at best.
It may seem impossible for leaders to have too high a sense of equity, but
this can happen. Such leaders bend over backwards to ensure the equal
treatment of all people despite individual performance differences. They
can be so afraid of appearing to be biased that they make no judgments or
discriminations at all. In their fanatical desire to ensure equality, they can
promote people for the wrong reasons and be guilty of reverse
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discrimination or create an environment in which no amount of individual
performance, however great or noteworthy, will be recognized or rewarded.
Consequently, these types of leaders can create entitlement environments
that are excessively bureaucratic and demotivating to high performers.
Appraisal of others
Appraisal of others refers to the leader’s ability to accurately and effectively
appraise others and assess their competencies. Balanced leaders are neither
too lenient nor too harsh in their appraisal of others. They set high but not
inordinately high standards and are demanding without being impossible
in their demands. They can challenge others without being so challenging
that they demotivate even high performers. In short, they are performance
oriented and set high standards while also being appropriately realistic
about what people can accomplish and how hard and far they can push
themselves. Perhaps most importantly, they can accurately read both a
person’s current competence levels and that person’s potential for growth
and the ability to successfully handle increasing challenge.
Leaders who are excessively low in their appraisal of others are too willing
to turn a blind eye to substandard performance. They may set high
standards but don’t enforce them. They are not demanding enough and
are therefore not discriminating enough between the average or mediocre
performers and those who perform better, work harder, and have higher
potential. These leaders cannot accurately read potential, so they don’t
always make the right decisions about who to coach, mentor, develop,
promote, or give more challenging assignments. Moreover, the
performance of their groups is usually acceptable but suboptimal. They
may or may not achieve the results the organization expects, but they
rarely exceed expectations or accomplish breakthrough levels of
performance or innovation.
Leaders who set an excessively high bar in their appraisal of others are too
critical, too unyielding, and too demanding. They won’t give people
breaks. They set standards that are impossibly high, so they are frequently
dissatisfied with people’s performance, may berate them for even good or
excellent performance, and withhold rewards and recognition from all but
the most outstanding of performers. Consequently, they can set a mean
and demanding pace and create a work environment where it is next to
impossible for people to feel rewarded for working harder and smarter.
These kinds of leaders typically drive themselves with the same degree of
ferocity. They tend to work long, long hours and sacrifice other parts of
their lives in order to achieve the extraordinary level of performance they
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demand of themselves—and they usually expect others to make the same
sacrifices and work at the same Herculean pace. They burn people out and
frequently have high turnover in the organizations they lead.

Candor
How willing is the leader to be forthright and direct with people? Candor
refers to a leader’s willingness to be frank and straightforward, especially
when dealing with tough issues, bad news, and confrontational situations.
Candor is clearly related to the leader’s courage, particularly the courage to
be candid in interpersonally challenging circumstances. Balanced leaders
speak honestly and with integrity but also with grace. They are
appropriately candid without offending people or causing unnecessary
strife or grief.
Leaders whose degree of candor is too low may shade the truth or talk in
circles to avoid offending. They don’t speak up when they should, or they
avoid situations in which they have to deliver bad news, be critical with or
discipline someone, or otherwise manage an uncomfortable interpersonal
situation. Because they avoid confrontation or conflict, they can appear to
be highly political, and they may even resort to passive-aggressive behavior
(that is, seeming to agree with someone face-to-face and then changing
their position behind the person’s back). At the extreme, they may be so
unwilling to be candid that they will distort the truth or lie in order to
avoid the unpleasantness of another person’s reaction to the news.
Conversely, leaders who are excessively candid can be too blunt and
therefore hurtful to others. They are usually insensitive to and unaware of
the impact of their forthrightness (which they carry to a fault) and often
wonder later why people were offended or hurt. Such leaders often pride
themselves on their “honesty,” but as American playwright Tennessee
Williams said, “All cruel people describe themselves as paragons of
frankness.” At the extreme, these kinds of leaders strive to create conflict
through candor and may even enjoy shocking or offending people or
knocking them off center. They may justify their behavior by saying that
they “keep people on their toes.”

Generosity
Generosity, which many psychologists label “agreeableness,” refers to the
degree of a leader’s benevolence and “forgivingness.” Balanced leaders are
good-natured and softhearted. They are generous with others and are
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giving—but not to a fault. Instead, they are situationally generous, which
means they do what the situation calls for. They are appropriate in giving
praise and helping people in a time of need but don’t overdo it. For
example, when an employee has a family or personal situation that is not
covered in the procedural manual but which is causing the person
emotional distress, balanced leaders will find a way to help the person or
provide some kind of emotional support or relief without expecting
anything in return (such as making up lost days, etc.).
Leaders whose generosity is too low are typically ungenerous even when
the situation calls for it. They insist on following the rules and making no
exceptions. They are often unforgiving with people and unwilling to
recognize that a person’s performance problem was the rare exception or
reflects unusual circumstances beyond the person’s control. Also, leaders
with low generosity do not share with others and sometimes take credit for
accomplishments that others have contributed to. They lack the
“generosity of spirit” that lies behind all persons of great character.
Eventually, people come to recognize that lack of generosity and will not
work for such leaders willingly.
Conversely, leaders who are too high in generosity are benevolent to a fault.
They often don’t take enough credit for their own accomplishments and
will distribute the credit to others whether or not they really deserve it.
These leaders have a degree of kindness that may be remarkable and
radical enough to qualify them for sainthood. Why is this a fault?
Because in their obsessive need to give to others, they create a “false
economy” in the workplace where the actual contribution and credits are
distorted in favor of an ideal view that will eventually make employees
jaundiced because they recognize that it is a fantasyland created by the
leader’s excessive benevolence, and this distortion of reality will cause the
poorer performers to satisfice and the superior performers to leave.

Cooperation
The final other-construct is cooperation, which I define as a leader’s
willingness to collaborate with other people. In the context of the
balanced leader framework, cooperation includes the leader’s willingness
to share ideas, receive ideas openly, consider other points of view,
incorporate others’ ideas, participate in and support group or team efforts,
and work collaboratively with peers. Balanced leaders are excellent
collaborators. They seem to live the idea that “two heads are better than
one,” and they willingly work with others when they perceive that the
outcomes from group or team efforts will be superior to the outcomes of
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independent work. They strive for consensus and agreement based on a
full sharing of information, vigorous debate on the merits of various ideas
or approaches, and on collaborative decision making where everyone has a
voice (if not always an equal voice).
Leaders who are too low in cooperation want to do things their own way.
They often do not listen well or have a strong confirmation bias (that is,
they hear only what they want to hear). They often impose their views or
will on others and may use cooperation or the lack thereof as a means to
an end, which is to say that they will appear to cooperate if that is the best
way to achieve what they want, and they will not cooperate if cooperation
would be a barrier to them getting what they want. I have seen leaders
who are masters at manipulation, and they will give the appearance of
cooperation without actually cooperating. They “stage manage” situations
to build support for their ideas before those ideas come up for discussion,
or they will manage meeting agendas and lists of attendees so that
challenges to their ideas are minimized or eliminated, and they will take
discussions off-line if they experience serious challenges to their ideas
during meetings. Once off-line, they will divide and conquer by talking to
people one-on-one and either forcing individual consent or wearing people
down and negating serious challenges to their ideas. Leaders who are low
in cooperation are usually highly political, and they create politicized
environments in the workplace.
Leaders who are too cooperative, on the other hand, want so much
collaboration and consensus building that decision making and action
become paralyzed. They prefer management by committee and involve so
many people in plans and directions that nothing gets done. These leaders
are reluctant to make independent decisions or break a gridlock by casting
the tie-breaking vote—or simply exercise leadership and say, “Here’s what
we’re going to do.”

The Performance Constructs
The performance constructs in the balanced leader framework pertain to
how leaders approach the work environment. These four constructs
include conscientiousness, handling of conflict, communication, and
management.
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Conscientiousness
As the label suggests, conscientiousness refers to how scrupulous or
painstaking a leader is. In the balanced leader framework, this term also
pertains to the leader’s work ethic and performance standards. Balanced
leaders are reliable, hardworking, and punctual. They have a strong work
ethic, with high but not obsessive quality expectations and a desire to
continually improve their work performance. This is more than a high
need for achievement. Conscientiousness pertains to an attitude about
fulfilling one’s work obligations, about delivering what one has promised,
and about doing what it takes to get the job done well and right. People
who are conscientious meet their work obligations and don’t rest until they
do. They view work as honorable and feel a moral obligation to deliver
what they promised.
People who are too low on conscientiousness are often lazy and unreliable.
They don’t push themselves or others to meet their work obligations. They
often procrastinate and offer excuses about why work wasn’t completed or
wasn’t completed on time or as expected. They may produce high-quality
work results now and then, but they don’t do it consistently and don’t have
a strong work ethic.
People who are too high on conscientiousness, on the other hand, may
work unreasonably long hours and have inordinately high expectations for
work output or products. They can be punishing to work with because
they are never satisfied. Typically, they have no balance in their lives.
Everything is work, work, work. They tend to set unrelentingly high
standards for themselves and others, and because their own life lacks
balance, they frequently look down upon people who take time out for
themselves or their family and friends.

Handling of conflict
How leaders deal with conflict is an important performance construct in
their psychology. Balanced leaders accept conflict as natural and inevitable
in even the most high-performing and collaborative of organizations, and
they handle conflict well. They encourage constructive conflicts of ideas,
participate in and accept vigorous debates and differences of opinion, and
are not upset or offended if people disagree with them or have different
opinions. Balanced leaders encourage debate and try to reach alignment
and consensus by sharing ideas, hearing alternative points of view, and
relying on healthy discussion and facts to point the way toward the right
conclusion or decision.
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Leaders who are too low in their handling of conflict typically avoid
conflict, procrastinate as though by delaying the confrontation they can
minimize or discourage conflict, and often won’t deal with the tougher
issues. They often express the idea that if you ignore certain problems they
will go away on their own accord. These leaders especially loathe any
conflicts that become personal. Balanced leaders will typically intervene
in personal conflicts and try to bring the conflict back to the issues.
Leaders low in conflict handling are sometimes distraught by personal
conflicts and will shut down debate rather than risk conflicts that might
become personal. Hence, they can inadvertently encourage passiveaggressive cultures in the organizations they lead.
When leaders are too high in conflict handling, it can mean that they
thrive on conflict and may cause or perpetuate conflict, on the one hand,
or overreact to it and intimidate people into complying, on the other. I
have seen leaders who practically salivate when conflict occurs because
they love the thrill of robust debate. Most of these kinds of leaders are
intelligent and articulate, so they debate with rare vigor and vitality—to
the point where they intimidate others or cow them into compliance
through the sheer force and brilliance of their arguments. Although this
may be good intellectual fun for them, it can make others feel bulldozed
and unappreciated. Ultimately, this kind of behavior will stifle debate, not
encourage it.
Often, these kinds of leaders can make the conflicts personal. “Chainsaw”
Al Dunlap is one such leader. As CEO of Sunbeam, he is said to have
regularly blasted his executives and berated them in public and did this as
a deliberate leadership strategy. Many executives who make the annual
“Worst Boss” lists are people who are abrasive, insensitive, and prone to
cause or perpetuate personal conflict as a way to “shake people up.” These
kinds of leaders are interpersonally destructive and never make enduring
leaders who build strong followerships.

Communication
How communicative are leaders? Balanced leaders are good
communicators. They communicate appropriately in the right forms to the
right people at the right level. This is not simply about presentation or
writing skills. It is more about the leader’s understanding and use of
multiple kinds of communication vehicles and also about the leader’s
communication frequency and style. Good leaders keep people informed
and know how to communicate most effectively using all of the available
forms of communication.
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Leaders who are excessively low in communication tend to control
information and keep people in the dark. Or they may be
uncommunicative by nature. Sometimes, they rely only on written forms
of communication like e-mails or memos—and they send out those
missives infrequently. Sometimes, knowing that knowledge is power, they
deliberately withhold information or parse it out so slowly and
incompletely that few people have the total picture. Their aim seems to be
to keep followers intrigued but never fully informed.
Leaders who are excessively high in communication generally either
overcommunicate or want to receive an excessive amount of information
from others. They are often too needy about wanting to be kept informed,
even in areas not directly related to their areas of responsibility. I have
seen such leaders burden the organization and create a huge information
bureaucracy aimed at keeping the leader informed. With so much
information at hand, these leaders have no choice but to take reams of
information home to read at nights or on weekends. They either have an
obsessive need to know the details or don’t trust their subordinates to write
accurate and meaningful summaries.

Management
The final performance construct is management, which is precisely what
the label suggests. Balanced leaders are effective managers. They establish
good management controls but also give their subordinates the appropriate
latitude to act independently and responsibly. These leaders set clear
organizational and performance goals and standards, provide the right
resources, establish sound performance measures, monitor performance,
and then do what they must to solve performance problems and ensure
that the goals and objectives are met.
Leaders who are too low in the management construct are laissez-faire
managers. They have inadequate management controls, are typically not
good at setting performance measures or monitoring performance, and
generally are ineffective at managing performance when the performers
are inadequate or the results are not being achieved. Leaders who are too
high in management, on the other hand, under-delegate, impose excessive
controls, and usually micromanage—nitpicking the details to the point
where those below them have little latitude to act and can’t do their jobs
without the leader’s oversight and interference.
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The Vitality Construct
The dictionary defines vitality as (1) the capacity to grow or develop or (2)
physical or intellectual vigor or energy.5 Interestingly, it also says that
vitality is “the characteristic that distinguishes the living from the nonliving.” Effective leaders are people with high vitality. That is, they have
huge capacity to grow or develop and they manifest considerable physical
and intellectual vigor or energy. Metaphorically, they bring life to
whatever they are leading. It is their force or energy that keeps the
enterprise going, that keeps followers engaged and energized. History is
replete with examples: Mao Zedong and the Long March; Mahatma Gandhi
and his decades-long struggle to win independence for India; Martin Luther
King and his equally long crusade for civil rights; and Herb Kelleher (to
offer a business example), and the manic energy he’s brought to Southwest
Airlines for three decades.
The most successful leaders are intellectually and physically vital. They
succeed in part because of the vigor they sustain in the pursuit of their
vision. What’s notable here is that vitality has two components: intellectual
or mental vitality and physical vitality. Research on leader effectiveness by
the Korn/Ferry Research Institute and First Fitness has shown that mental
and physical vitality are closely linked, that if leaders are low in physical
vitality, their mental vitality will eventually suffer and their work
performance will decline. Similarly, if they are low in mental vitality,
their physical vitality is likely to suffer and their work performance will
decline. Some level of mental and physical vitality is essential to effective
leadership. The higher the levels of both, the more effective a leader is
likely to be.
Collectively, the three construct areas I have just discussed (self-, other-,
and performance) constitute a leader’s intellectual or mental vitality. So
the remaining construct in the balanced leader model is physical vitality.

Physical Vitality
Balanced leaders have high physical vitality. As the word “balanced”
implies, they maintain appropriate work-life balance. They exercise
regularly and are physically fit, perhaps not to the performance levels of
committed athletes but at least to a healthy level. They maintain their
weight, get good nutrition and hydration, and manage stress effectively.
They have good energy and focus to perform well and do that consistently
over a long period, including periods of unusually high stress in their
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organization or business. Their physical vitality enables them to support
work and life choices that enhance their personal and professional
satisfaction.
Leaders who are too low in physical vitality lack the energy they need to
sustain peak performance at work. They are frequently overweight or
otherwise not in good physical condition. Many suffer from poor diet and
nutrition, have sleep problems, or have substance abuse problems or other
addictions that sap energy and vitality and cause other personal and
work-related problems. During the work day, they may lose their focus and
lack the stamina to perform consistently over long periods. Sadly, many
executives and professionals fall into this category. Today, more than 60
percent of Americans are overweight or obese, and 90 percent of the
ailments that result in doctor’s visits are stress related.
In some unfortunate cases, low physical vitality can bring the most dire
consequences. Last year, 60-year-old Jim Cantalupo, CEO of McDonald’s
corporation, died of an apparent heart attack during a company function.
His successor, Charlie Bell, resigned several months later after being
diagnosed with colon cancer (he died in January 2005). Understandably,
Jim Skinner, McDonald’s latest CEO (their third in one year), announced
that the corporation would be introducing healthier fare and focusing on
more balanced, active lifestyles. Responding to criticism of the role fast
food has played in the increase in childhood obesity, Skinner said, “People
want to understand how to have a balanced lifestyle. We want to help
them. It’s one of my personal platforms as CEO of McDonald’s.”6
Whether McDonald’s can become part of the solution rather than part of
the problem remains to be seen, but poor physical vitality is quickly
becoming an epidemic issue. A study recently released by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta indicates that deaths due to poor
diet and physical inactivity rose by 33 percent over the past ten years and
will soon overtake tobacco as the leading preventable cause of death.
Unquestionably, low physical vitality is a serious and growing detriment to
effective leadership.
At the other end of the spectrum, is it possible to have too much physical
vitality? At that extreme, leaders with an excessive focus on physical
fitness may be physically fit and energetic but may suffer from chronic
stress, which negatively impacts performance. Ironically, they can become
stress fatigued and may have an unsustainable work-life style over the long
term. Some pursue physical perfection to the point of narcissism and
experience relationship problems at home and at work, and some become
irritable, distracted, and even abusive toward others at work. Candidly, I
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am speaking here of a small minority of executives whose imbalance is at
the high end of the physical vitality spectrum. The vast majority of
physically fit executives do keep their physical vitality in perspective, and
their high level of vitality is not only a major asset to them but an
inspiration and role model for others. Most executives who suffer from a
physical vitality imbalance suffer because their vitality is seriously and
even dangerously low.
For a fuller discussion of physical vitality and the balance between mental
and physical vitality, see Terry R. Bacon, PhD, and Gregory J. Florez,
“Velocity and Vitality: Designing a Life that Sustains Extraordinary
Performance.”7

Portraits of Imbalanced Leaders
To show how imbalance can cause interpersonal and leadership problems,
I will profile five executives I have coached during the past few years. Each
is a senior executive in a Fortune 100 company. For obvious reasons, I will
not use their real names or other identifying information. I have chosen
these executives because I came to know them well and did an extensive
diagnostic on their leadership styles and capabilities as part of their
executive coaching process.

Martin Debussy8
Martin is a 45-year-old sales executive in a telecommunications company,
one of the major players in that industry. He has spent most of his career
in this company, and for most of his twenty-plus years he has been an
engineer or a line manager. He performed well in line management roles
and was promoted several years ago to senior vice president. Following his
promotion, he was moved into his current role as head of sales for North
America. Having spent all of his leadership years in technical line
positions, he was not happy about the move to sales. He accepted this role
“under protest” and spent the first year trying to understand the sales
function and become comfortable in the staff role he now saw himself in.
Exacerbating the problem is that his company has a very strong
engineering culture. The sales group is viewed with suspicion by many of
the engineers in this company.
Martin’s physical stature has always been an asset to him. He is an
imposing 6-foot-4 and carries himself with regal bearing. He has a deep,
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self-interest
self-awareness
sense of security
risk tolerance
autonomy

resonant voice, and his physical stature makes him somewhat intimidating
rational/emotional balance
to people interacting with him. He’s also smart and articulate, and he is an
excellent presenter, so he does very well with outside audiences, including
detail/big picture focus
customers, shareholders, and the media. Internally, however, people are
wary of him. Although they view him as capable, they also suspect that constancy
he
spends more time looking out for himself than for the company, and he
need for achievement
does not work well with his peers, some of whom consider him arrogant
and condescending. If we were to graph his position on the twenty-five
need for power
leadership balance scales, his profile would look like the one shown in Fig.
2.
Figure 2
Leadership Balance Scales for Martin DeBussy
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As this figure shows, Martin does have an excessively high self-concept,
and his self-interest is borderline high. He does tend to look out for
himself, and his peers are probably correct in saying that he can be
arrogant and “full of himself.” He is excessively autonomous, which means
he prefers to work alone. However, he also has a strong need for affiliation.
What this probably means is that although he wants others around him,
he does not prefer to work with them or truly involve them in his projects
except as admirers. In short, he wants an audience. He drives himself to
achieve but wants to do it alone, and he is not very collaborative. His
extremely low score on cooperation indicates that he resists having to
cooperate or work with others in any truly engaging way. Finally, his low
score on handling of conflict indicates that he is a conflict avoider—
probably because he risks losing if he allows himself to engage
meaningfully in conflicts of ideas with others. Martin wants it his own
way and will do what it takes to get his own way.
On the positive side, Martin is a competent manager, a good risk taker, and
a powerful communicator. His strong score on equity indicates that he
treats people fairly, and he is empathetic and generous in his appraisal of
others. He has excellent integrity, although some people question his
motives because of what they perceive as his self-serving nature. This is a
case where a person of high integrity finds his integrity questioned because
of his personality and leadership style. Finally, an asset is his good degree
of self-awareness. Despite his out-of-control ego, this is an executive who is
capable of appreciating his impact on others. If he is motivated to change,
he is probably capable of it.
Patterns revealed in this profile:
1. An excessively high self-concept is often accompanied by a higher
score in self-interest.
2. A strong sense of security is sometimes matched by a higher score in
autonomy for obvious reasons. Those people who are more fiercely
independent generally do feel secure. Also, an excessively high score
in need for achievement is frequently accompanied by a higher score
in autonomy. People who are strongly driven to achieve often won’t
put their achievements at risk by working with other people who
may not be as driven or as capable.
3 An excessively high score on autonomy often matches the excessively
low score on cooperation. Note that his score on trusting of others is
also low, although not excessively so. This executive essentially
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wants to work alone and does not trust others or wish to cooperate
with them. He would make a good individual contributor, but his
lack of collaboration causes problems with his high-level peer group.
4. Finally, a high score on need for achievement frequently matches a
high score on conscientiousness.
Debussy’s Leadership Development Potential
Despite his excessively high self-concept, he has high growth potential. In
this case, his motivation for change came not from intrinsic motivators—
such as a desire to be the most effective leader he could be—but from that
common extrinsic motivator: money. Martin and his peer group were
required to do a 360° collaboration assessment annually, and the results
were tied to their bonuses. Martin had scored in the bottom 10 percent the
previous year and lost a considerable amount of bonus as a consequence.
That motivated him to seek a coach and change his behavior. Because he
had good self-awareness, he was able to see how his behavior impacted
others and was motivated to learn new behaviors.
Subsequently, and after much work on his part, he became an effective
collaborator with his peers and in later collaboration assessments scored in
the upper quartile, which gave him the bonus he wanted. It’s not clear
that the new, more collaborative Martin is behaving that way because he
has become a new person or because he knows what it takes to succeed, but
it probably doesn’t matter which is the case. He has become a more
effective leader, primarily by correcting two key imbalances: autonomy
and cooperation. His extremely high ego has not changed—and it’s not
likely to.

Carol Imhof
Carol is a line manager in a retail sporting goods company. Her profile
(Fig. 3) shows two distinct patterns. First, she is excessively low in risk
tolerance, and this score is matched by low scores in sense of security and
autonomy. Note too that her score on constancy is low, and she is also
more of a detailer than a big picture person. She does not take chances. As
a leader and manager she tries to mitigate risks and ensure that “all of her
ducks are in a row” before she will make decisions or initiate new projects.
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Figure 3
Leadership Balance Scales for Carol Imhof
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Secondly, she is extremely high on trusting of others, generosity, and
cooperation. Carol is a big team player. She enjoys working with others
and tends to trust them to a fault. She is also overly generous with people,
generosity
perhaps to elicit the cooperation she values so much. Interestingly, her low
score on candor indicates that she is not willing to be as direct and
cooperation
confrontational as may sometimes be called for. Carol falls into the “Nice
Guy” darkside pattern, which means that she can be too benevolent. She is
candor

PERFORMANCE CONSTRUCTS
conscientiousness
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handling of conflict

a very nice person who gives people the benefit of the doubt but is often
too nice to make the tough business decisions, especially as they pertain to
people.
Patterns revealed in this profile:
1. When risk tolerance is excessively low, it’s not unusual to also see
low scores on sense of security, autonomy, and constancy.
2. High scores on cooperation frequently match moderate or lower
scores on need for power.
3. A high score on appraisal of others is frequently matched by high
scores on generosity and equity and low scores on candor. This is the
“Nice Guy” syndrome.
Imhof’s Leadership Development Potential
Carol was highly self-aware and had strong intrinsic motivation to become
a more effective leader, and she knew instinctively that she wasn’t being
tough enough in her role. It might seem odd to help a nice person become
less nice, but that’s what was called for in this case. Two of her critical
imbalances were trusting of others and generosity. In my coaching of her,
I asked her to do three things:
1. Look at the positions in her group, rather than the people in them,
and identify what ideal performance would look like from each
position. During this exercise, she came to appreciate what optimal
performance from her group would actually be, and she came to see
the gaps between what some people were accomplishing and what
she needed them to accomplish. She also came to see that she was
covering for some people’s deficiencies by doing the work herself.
Moreover, because she was overly generous with people, she tended
to find excuses for their poor performance and defend them well
beyond the point of defensibility.
2. Rank her people according to their potential and their actual
performance. This exercise forced her to recognize the actual merits
of the people in her group and make some hard choices about who
was really contributing and who wasn’t.
3. Determine how to appropriately and accurately appraise people, give
them feedback, and coach them. In practice, this meant rehearsing
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the feedback with me and later coming up with development plans
and timelines for the people whose performance was lacking.
Subsequently, she wound up letting a few people go who were clearly
not going to improve to an acceptable level. This was difficult for
her, but she came to see how essential it was to set high standards
and hold people accountable for meeting them. As a result of her
actions, the performance of her group improved dramatically—as did
the morale. The people who remained appreciated the more
challenging environment she created and had a higher degree of
satisfaction from succeeding in that environment.

Jerry Battner
Jerry is a distribution manager for a high-tech company in Silicon Valley.
One of the most interesting aspects of his leadership balance profile (Fig. 4)
is his extremely low score on self-awareness. He spends very little time in
introspection and had little interest in coaching or other forms of selfdevelopment. Jerry viewed himself as an executive who focused on the
tasks and got the job done. Note also that his rational/emotional balance is
extremely high, indicating that he is super-rational. Jerry based his
decisions on the facts and nothing but the facts and was relatively poor at
managing “people problems.”
He had relatively poor interpersonal skills, and this is reflected in his low
scores on need for affiliation, trusting of others, equity, generosity, and,
especially, on empathy. He admitted that he was not a “people person,”
and he had more turnover in his group than was typical for groups in his
company. Most damaging to others was his excessively high score on
candor. Jerry prided himself on “telling it like it is,” but his blunt
straightforwardness was often viewed as cruel and heartless by those he
worked with.
Like many executives who are ineffective at relationship management,
especially with direct reports, Jerry had an excessively low score on selfawareness. He did not understand why people didn’t want to work with
him, and he was relatively impervious to the effects of his insensitive
behavior.
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Figure 4
Leadership Balance Scales for Jerry Battner
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Patterns revealed in this profile:
candor

1. Most telling is the cluster of low scores in the group of othergenerosity
constructs. People who are insensitive and blunt to the point of
cruelty often show this cluster of low scores.
cooperation

2. It is not unusual to see an excessively high score on conscientiousness
coupled with the cluster of low scores in the other-construct area.
PERFORMANCE CONSTRUCTS
conscientiousness
handling of conflict
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Jerry was known in his group as a “slave driver” because of the
inordinate pressure he put on people. He worked very long hours
and had poor work-life balance, and he seemed to expect others to
follow suit.
Battner’s Leadership Development Potential
This executive has only moderate leadership development potential. He is
excessively low on self-awareness and empathy, so this is not a person who
has a high degree of insight into himself or other people. Appealing to the
human side of things is not likely to work with this leader. But he is
highly rational, so he can see the logic of changing the way he works if
those changes will yield better results, and in my coaching of him this was
the tactic I used. He could appreciate that other people were not like him,
which seems like a simplistic realization, but his almost complete lack of
empathy meant that as far as people were concerned he just didn’t get it.
He did appreciate, however, that when people were disengaged or feeling
abused they were not going to work as hard nor contribute as much, and he
came to understand that his excessive candor was often the source of the
problem. With him, it was necessary to show the links between his
behavior as a leader and the often adverse effects of that behavior on
people. Once he understood that, he was able to modify his behavior
sufficiently to effect some improvement. However, it’s important to
recognize that this leader’s profile is such that he will probably never
become an inspiring leader of people. It’s just not in his character.

Del McMarin
Del McMarin’s profile (Fig. 5) is that of a classic bully. He was an
egotistical, hard-driving production head for a manufacturing company.
He described his own style as “take no prisoners,” and those who worked
for him operated partly out of fear. Del had an extremely high need for
power and very poor interpersonal focus or skills. He didn’t care if he
burned people out because he knew, in the economically depressed region
where he worked, there would be many applicants to take the place of
everyone who dropped out for one reason or another. People described him
as callous and vengeful. If he didn’t get his way, he would punish whoever
had stood in his way, and occa- sionally he would bend the rules to suit his
purpose. In meetings, he was loud and frequently profane.
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Two interesting points in his profile are the low score for risk tolerance and
the extremely low score on physical vitality. Despite his boisterous constancy
manner, Del was actually very risk averse. He wanted certainty in
need
for achievement
whatever he did and was not really willing to take chances, which
meant
that he gave his people little latitude to act and consequently stifled
need for power
innovation and initiative.
integrity

Figure 5
Leadership Balance Scales for Del McMarin
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Physically, he was at least one hundred pounds overweight and did not take
care of himself. It was not until he had a minor heart attack that he had a
“change of heart,” so to speak, and began to mellow a little. Despite that,
he was known as a very tough boss, and some of his key people eventually
left the company. What kept Del in power is that he got results, and as
long as he got results, the company was willing to contend with his
poisonous leadership style.
Patterns revealed in this profile:
1. Like Jerry Battner’s profile, this one shows the cluster of low scores
in the other-construct area. Del McMarin was very tough on people.
2. His excessive need for power coupled with a very low score on
integrity reveals someone who will “stoop to nothing” to exercise
power and get his way. That combination of high power and low
integrity scores is a huge red flag.
McMarin’s Leadership Development Potential
This is a leader with very low leadership development potential, principally
because the company supported his behavior and reinforced it with
compensation increases and bonuses. Despite hand-wringing from the
Human Resources director, Del had no real reason to change, and he had
no intrinsic motivation to become a more humane and effective leader. His
mild heart attack was a bit of a wake-up call, but it was not enough to
change his fundamental nature. His primary driver was his overwhelming
need for power. He simply could not and would not see the damage he was
doing to people, and he didn’t care. As long as the company supported
him, despite HR’s hand-wringing, he would not change.

Bonnie Fuentes-Wade
Bonnie is an executive in purchasing for a larger manufacturer. Her
profile (Fig. 6) is that of a classic micromanager. She has an abnormally
high tolerance for risk and an excessive detail focus. She is willing to go in
new, unproven directions and bet big on successful outcomes with no
certainty that those outcomes will occur. At the same time, she is exceedingly
detail focused, so she nitpicks the details and scrutinizes every move her
people make. She is hard driven herself (the high conscientiousness score)
and tends to drive other people hard as well. Finally, her excessive zeal for
management indicates that she over-controls and over-monitors.
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Figure 6
Leadership Balance Scales for Bonnie Fuentes-Wade
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At the same time, she is a good “people person,” so her direct reports feel
appraisal of others
appreciated, recognized, and rewarded. They find her interesting and
challenging to workcandor
for, but she gives them very little latitude, and the
reality is that no one in her group has been promoted out of it since she
took over. Some have
made lateral moves, and some have left the company,
generosity
but her excessive level of control makes it difficult for her people to grow
cooperation
and develop as leaders
themselves. Ultimately, this is not a successful
leadership profile, although Bonnie has many strengths.
PERFORMANCE CONSTRUCTS
conscientiousness
handling of conflict
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Patterns revealed in this profile:
1. The combination of high scores in conscientious-ness and
management indicate someone who walks the talk, although the talk
is around driving hard, working hard, and producing more than
anyone else. A more fatal profile is an extremely high score on
management coupled with a low score on conscientiousness. That
would indicate a leader who micromanages but does none of the hard
work himself or herself and who expects much of others but holds
himself or herself to a different, more relaxed standard. Low morale
and high turnover will nearly always result from this fatal
combination.
2. An exceedingly high score on management is often coupled with an
extremely low score on detail/big picture focus, which indicates an
obsessive detailer. These kinds of leaders invariably work incredibly
long hours and weekends and have very little work-life balance—
which they often expect others to emulate.

Fuentes-Wade’s Leadership Development Potential
Her potential to develop as a leader is moderate to high, but she will have
to overcome her obsessive need for control. She has many strengths as a
leader but tends to hover over her people, despite her good score on
trusting of others. What makes her development potential high is her
excellent score on self-awareness. When she understood her leadership
balance profile and saw the imbalances, she got it right away.
My coaching approach with her was to help her think through what she
could delegate, what she could trust others to do well (without her constant
oversight and “meddling”), and what she needed to be doing instead of the
micromanagement she was engaging in. She needed stronger boundaries
between herself and her people, and it was difficult for her to create and
observe those boundaries, but she eventually did. Bonnie was an obsessive
detailer, and she tended to fuss over every detail—to the point of
wordsmithing every document one of her people produced. One of the
boundaries she agreed to create was to give up wordsmithing documents.
She grudgingly observed this—and backslid a number of times before she
finally trusted others to produce the quality she expected.
Candidly, her development was a struggle, and it took her a long time to
give up the obsessive need for control that was part of her nature.
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Eventually, she came to trust others to meet her quality standards, but she
had to redefine her own role and embrace becoming more strategic and
less tactical.

The Darkside Model
Earlier in this paper I introduced the model of darkside leadership
developed principally by Dr. Bill Doherty. This model describes nineteen
archetypes of darkside leaders. Here are the archetypes, along with the
typical imbalances seen in these darkside leaders’ profiles. The nineteen
archetypes are clustered into five groupings: Periscopes, Lone Wolves,
Deceivers, Bridge Burners, and the Great Leader.

The Periscope Archetypes
These are leaders with limited self-awareness.
1. Mr./Ms. Nice Guy
Excessively benevolent. Although benevolence is normally a virtue,
people who are excessively benevolent can be too nice. They may
have difficulty making tough people and business decisions.
Furthermore, they may avoid conflict and not like to challenge
others or make waves. Leaders who are excessively benevolent often
set a positive tone for the quality of interpersonal relationships in
the group or organization, but they are often too positive and can’t
balance it with the need to be decisive, tough, and candid when
necessary.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too generous, not critical enough, too
much equity, too little candor, too trusting of others, too much regard for
others, avoids conflict

2. My Way or the Highway
Excessively entrenched. Having a strong point of view is important,
but these leaders should beware of being so entrenched in their ideas
or approach that they become an obstacle to change or effective
action by the team. People who are excessively entrenched will
sometimes listen to others’ ideas or recommendations but not act on
them. They may use their own experience to legitimize their
position but not be open to others’ experiences, especially if those
experiences contradict what they already believe. In extreme cases,
they are domineering and may resort to personal attacks if they feel
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they are “losing.” To avoid this trap, they should be open to other
possibilities and perspectives. They shouldn’t insist on their
approach or ideas without giving serious consideration to
alternatives.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too constant/too inflexible, excessively
high need for power, too little cooperation

3. Mr. Data
Excessively logical. Of course, it’s important to base decisions on
facts and to be rational in approaching problems and opportunities.
However, it’s possible to be too logical, to ignore emotional or people
concerns and make decisions based primarily on logic, regardless of
their potential negative impacts on people. People who are
excessively logical are often hard working and tend to be
perfectionists. However, they generally don’t believe in small talk
and may not be natural relationship builders. They often come up
with the “right” answer but cannot get others to buy into it. They
should beware of being too analytical and dismissing or ignoring
important people or value-based concerns.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too logical, too little regard for others,
perhaps too focused on details, and perhaps very low risk tolerance (strong
need for certainty), may not be self-aware enough

4. It’s My Baby
Excessively possessive. Although feeling ownership for their work is
critically important, it’s possible to be so possessive and passionate
about their work that leaders discount information that conflicts
with their point of view and don’t allow others to contribute to the
work, even if it would improve it. People who are too possessive of
their work products generally work long hours, sometimes to the
detriment of their private lives, and they often “wear their heart on
their sleeve.” They tend to hire or team with people who are
believers or followers, and their sense of ownership for their work
may interfere with their judgment. So, while pride of ownership is
good, it’s important to maintain a balance between possessive and
“letting go.”
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Perhaps low sense of security (hence
strong need to control), perhaps low risk tolerance, too emotional, excessive
need for power, not trusting, too little cooperation; possibly overachieving
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5. The Ostrich
Excessively detailed. Paying attention to details is often a virtue,
but if leaders focus too much on the details of a project, on the
“blocking and tackling,” they may be micromanaging and be a doer
rather than a leader or thinker. At the extreme, people who obsess
over details can be controlling and domineering, especially under
pressure. They often control key information and are reluctant to
put other people into stretch roles. In leadership roles, it’s usually
best to lead others to do the work rather than doing it themselves.
These leaders should beware of micromanaging, which can
dishearten the people who work for them, discourage them from
taking risks and growing, and harm morale and performance.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Very low risk tolerance, too autonomous,
too focused on details, excessively high need for power, not trusting,
uncommunicative, too little regard for others, too little cooperation with
others.

The Lone Wolf Archetypes
These types of leaders have excessive control, dominance, or autonomy
characteristics.
6. General MacArthur
Excessively independent. Independent thought and initiative are
clearly important, but people who are excessively independent often
don’t want to be accountable to anyone and may discount their
reliance on other people. Independence is a virtue if not carried to
an extreme. In most organizations, it is important to work
cooperatively and collabora-tively with others, to function well as a
team member, and to accept accountability to others.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: High self-concept, too autonomous,
excessively high need for power, too little cooperation with others,
uncommunicative

7. The Mule
Excessively stubborn. Although it is good to have a strong
perspective, these types of leaders should be careful about appearing
intransigent and unwilling to compromise. People who are
excessively stubborn are often not open to divergent opinions, are
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resistant to change, and may argue that “we’ve always done things
this way.” They should beware of becoming so fixed in their
opinions that they aren’t flexible in the face of new information or
other perspectives.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: High sense of security, too constant/
inflexible, excessively high need for power (control), low need for affiliation,
not trusting, too critical, too little cooperation with others
8. Might Is Right
Excessively domineering. These leaders appear to have strong views
and play a dominant role in their area. They should beware,
however, about using dominance as a way to influence others and
get their way. At the most extreme, people who are excessively
domineering are hierarchical, justify their behavior through
position or force, are sometimes caustic or abrasive, and make public
examples of those who dissent. None of these behaviors sustains
relationships or builds good will. Furthermore, excessive
domineering can look like bullying, and these leaders can give that
appearance simply by feeling strongly about their ideas and having
good verbal skills. Also, it can look like they are trying to impose
their will on others.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Excessively high self-concept, too
self-interested, not self-aware enough, high sense of security, excessively high
need for power, low need for affiliation, not trusting, too little regard for
others, too little equity, too critical, too much candor, too little generosity, too
little cooperation with others, thrives on conflict

9. The Power Play
Excessively controlling. These leaders tend to keep information to
themselves or solve problems by themselves and then tell others
what the solution is rather than involve them. People who are
excessively controlling generally view information as power. They
tend to make decisions by themselves and often believe that their
hierarchical position justifies their behavior. They may want to
verify their solutions with others but often do not get or value input
from others. They stay mostly on their own agenda, so they do not
listen as well as they should.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too autonomous, excessively high need
for power, not trusting, too little cooperation with others, avoids conflict
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The Deceiver Archetypes
As the name indicates, these types of leaders lack integrity and are often
too self-interested.
10. The Crooks
Excessively self-interested. People who appear to be excessively
self-interested do whatever is best for themselves. They often push
gray areas, follow their own code of conduct, and look for ways to
increase their own advantage. In the worst of cases, they may even
break the law or otherwise engage in unethical behavior. These
behaviors can destroy trust and credibility, so leaders should beware
of them.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too self-interested, excessively low
integrity, not trusting, too little regard for others, too little equity, too little
candor

11. The Coke Heads
Excessively dependent. At the extreme, people who are excessively
dependent may have addictive personalities and may abuse
stimulants or controlled substances, such as alcohol or drugs. They
can appear impulsive, aggressive, erratic, and even antisocial or
alienated from others. They may have trouble planning and
organizing, may overindulge, and may neglect hygiene and nutrition.
Actual addictions should be addressed through proper medical
channels, but leaders should also beware of behaviors that may give
the impression that they suffer from substance abuse.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Excessively dependent, too flexible or
inconstant (their behavior can appear erratic)

12. The Short Cuts
Excessively manipulative. People who are excessively manipulative
can appear deceitful. They may take ethical short cuts, stretch gray
areas, take the path of least resistance, and be willing to take small,
incremental steps that reflect questionable judgment or practices. If
leaders are giving this impression, then they should examine how
they interact with people, particularly in small team work or
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situations where they must give the team information to do their
jobs well. These leaders should be sure to be totally candid and open
with everything.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too self-interested, very low risk
tolerance, excessively low integrity, not trusting, too little candor, avoids
conflict
13. Pinocchios
Excessively ambiguous. Ambiguity is not necessarily a bad thing.
Sometimes, the situation is not clear and leaders have to be
deliberately vague. However, in excess, ambiguity will appear
deceptive, and people may assume that the leaders are telling halftruths, having selective memory, shading the truth or intentionally
withholding important information, or spinning the truth and
hiding problems. This is a serious problem to address because it
affects people’s perceptions of their leader’s integrity.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Self-interested, too little candor,
excessively low integrity

The Bridge Burner Archetypes
These types of leaders have a history of negative relationships. They tend
to be too aggressive and score significantly low on the other-constructs.
14. The Duelists
Excessively aggressive. Being appropriately assertive is an
important skill, but assertiveness carried to an extreme can appear
aggressive. These leaders may convey the impression that they view
conflict as a sport and like to joust or argue for argument’s sake.
They may seem to have a combative personality and cause
unproductive conflict. Some people enjoy “playing the devil’s
advocate” and raising controversial issues just to get everyone
excited, but this behavior wears thin quickly. Leaders should be
careful about being or appearing to be too aggressive.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Too critical, too much candor, too little
generosity, too little cooperation with others, excessively high need for power,
thrives on conflict
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15. Passive-Aggressives
Excessively conflict averse. Very few people actually enjoy conflict,
but if leaders are too conflict averse, they can start to behave passiveaggressively, which means publicly agreeing with someone but
privately undermining them. There is no visible, outward conflict,
and when confronted, these people seem to agree, but they resist
passively. This kind of behavior can appear to be negatively political
and even manipulative. If leaders disagree with someone, don’t want
to support their plan, or otherwise are in conflict with them, it’s
best to be transparent about that and tell them directly, no matter
how difficult it might be for the leaders.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Low sense of security, too little candor,
too little cooperation with others, not constant enough/too flexible, avoids
conflict

16. The Sledgehammers
Excessively harsh. Being critical is one thing, but being abrasive or
harsh is another. It’s all right to disagree with someone or to oppose
a plan, but leaders should be careful about letting it become
personal. At the extreme, people who are excessively harsh can be
unpleasant and even nasty. They tend to personalize feedback and
may attack people verbally. They seem generally discontented and
angry at the world. Interactions with these people are often painful
for others. Excessively harsh people may humiliate others publicly
or deliver overly harsh feedback, so there may be high voluntary
turnover around this person. Leaders should consider how they treat
people, especially when they are pressured, stressed, or angry, and
try to be much less harsh.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Excessively high self-concept, not
self-aware enough, too little equity, too critical, too much candor, too little
generosity, too little cooperation with others, too emotional, excessively high
need for power, too little regard for others, thrives on conflict

17. The Users
Excessively one-sided. These leaders may appear to use relationships
as a means to an end and appear content only when relationships
with people produce what they want from them. At the extreme,
people who are excessively one-sided can seem highly manipulative.
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Although they are often charismatic, their relationships seem to be
“an inch deep and a mile wide” because they have many
“acquaintance” relationships but few real close friendships, and
people often mistrust them because they do not seem authentic.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Excessively high self-concept, too
self-interested, not self-aware enough, too little equity, too little candor,
excessively high need for power, avoids conflict
18. Job Hoppers [Note: This archetype is part of the darkside
model but does not appear in the balanced leader framework.]
Excessively transient, which indicates that they change positions
frequently. They may have little direct impact and influence in the
long run. These leaders may start high and then tail off—initiating
change and then leaving rather than suffer the consequences of
potential failures. Excessively transient people are often said to have
“more starts than finishes.”

The Great Leader Archetype
This archetype is characterized by excessive self-concept and self-interest
and a high need for power.
19. The Egomaniac
Excessively vain. Being proud of your accomplishments and speaking
highly of yourself are okay. However, excessive vanity is generally
problematic. Leaders who are excessively vain often put themselves
ahead of the company, are overly focused on compensation, tend to
be condescending or arrogant, and build their own personal brand to
the exclusion of everyone else. At the extreme, they can be
manipulative, can become angry if someone seems to be working
against them, tend not to trust many people, are poor listeners, and
tend to make people dependent on them. They can be charismatic
and articulate; however, they may also use words inappropriately to
impress others, and they may make statements that are hard to
verify. There are usually “undiscussable” stories of people around
them who have been burned by these behaviors. Having a healthy
ego is fine, but leaders must beware of excessive vanity.
Balanced Leader Profile Imbalances: Exceedingly high self-concept, too
self-interested, high sense of security, excessively high need for power, too little
regard for others
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Leadership and Balance
Psychologically healthy individuals who assume leadership positions are
mentally vital and have a psychological profile that is balanced between
the extremes of being too low in some mental aspect or too high in it.
That balance enables them to behave sensibly and to avoid the extremes of
behavior that can be problematic for leaders and their followers.
Imbalances occur during leaders’ development and are often exacerbated
or mitigated by the environments in which they lead and the people whom
they lead. Although many of the imbalances identified in this paper are
fruits of self-development that may resist change, especially in leaders
more than twenty-five years old (which is about the time one’s personality
is fully developed), it is nonetheless possible for leaders to correct many of
these imbalances once they become aware of them if they are sufficiently
motivated to do so. The balanced leader framework provides a way for
coaches, counselors, and diagnosticians to understand leader behavior and
identify problem areas that need to be addressed.9
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